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Principles of Managerial Finance
CIMA Official
Ningpo to Shanghai in 1857
This book describes how HIV/AIDS became part of the lives of the people of the mountainous Okhahlamba in the South African province of
KwaZulu-Natal. Based on extensive research in the area between 2003 and 2006, the author shows what impact the disease had - and still
does - for adults and children, and the different ways people tried to find answers to the devastating presence of HIV / AIDS. Henderson
focuses on informal care by family members and volunteers at a time when anti-retroviral drugs were not yet available. She also shows what
it meant to the community once the drugs became available.

Employability
Readers will discover how very recent scientific advances have overthrown a century of dogma about concussive brain injury.

Unjustified Enrichment in South African Law
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The Savvy Investor’s Pocket Guide
Valuation: The Art and Science of Corporate Investment Decisions is the first textbook to offer an integrated approach to both project and
enterprise valuation. The text goes beyond standard DCF analysis by including additional valuation methods commonly used in practice, such
as comparables, simulations (including Crystal Ball ), and real options. In addition, discussions are considered against the backdrop of other
quantitative and qualitative corporate issues that affect valuation, including: Organizational structure and incentives: The text examines how
the corporate decision-making process as well as the incentive system can positively or negatively affect valuation. Strategic analysis and
real options: Real options are presented as a tool to complement executive intuition and provide a more disciplined evaluation process that
focuses on creating value. Risk management and hedging: Risks associated with interest rate fluctuations, variable foreign exchange rates,
and fluctuating commodity prices can create hedging and risk management opportunities that affect value. Financing: The ability to secure
attractive financing terms is an important source of value, and readers should understand how financing opportunities influence the value of
an investment opportunity. Irrational behavior: The text examines how limitations in cognitive abilities and biases in assessing abilities of key
players can affect valuation.

Healthy Happy Vegan Kitchen
New Syllabus Mathematics (NSM) is a series of textbooks specially designed to provide valuable learning experiences to engage the hearts
and minds of students sitting for the GCE O-level examination in Mathematics. Included in the textbooks are Investigation, Class Discussion,
Thinking Time, Journal Writing, Performance Task and Problems in Real-World Contexts to support the teaching and learning of
Mathematics. Every chapter begins with a chapter opener which motivates students in learning the topic. Interesting stories about
Mathematicians, real-life examples and applications are used to arouse students’ interest and curiosity so that they can appreciate the beauty
of Mathematics in their surroundings. The use of ICT helps students to visualise and manipulate mathematical objects more easily, thus
making the learning of Mathematics more interactive. Ready-to-use interactive ICT templates are available at http://www.shinglee.com.sg/
StudentResources/

Port Infrastructure Finance
If you are a millennial who is trying to figure out how money works, this book is for you. With simple, relatable and sometimes amusing stories
about how to manage money on a day-to-day basis, you will learn how to change your mindset about money, get out of debt and stay debtfree, invest your money and, ultimately, live your best life. You’re Not Broke, You’re Pre-Rich will help you, the young professional, to think
differently about money, while covering pertinent topics like black tax, savings, budgeting, emergency funds and financial scams, as well as
estate and retirement planning (and why you should care right now!). It is the best class you never attended in a book!
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Dynamic Auditing
Bringing together many highly regarded specialists in the field of AD/HD, Drs. Nadeau and Quinn have organized an in-depth resource for
clinicians. Several important topics unique to women that have received little attention elsewhere are addressed, including the need to rethink
DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, the impact of hormones upon AD/HD in women, the use of medications during pregnancy, and the range of
coexisting conditions that complicate and often mask AD/HD in women.

Implementing Mental Health Promotion
A Critical History of Schizophrenia
Now in its eighth edition, this international bestseller has been widely recognised as the definitive textbook on management and cost
accounting for over 25 years. Colin Drury expertly blends the theory and practice of management and cost accounting with extensive
assessment questions and illuminating Real World Views, to fulfil all undergraduate and professional course needs in a single
textbook.Management and Cost Accounting is ideally suited for use on management accounting and cost accounting modules taught on
undergraduate accounting courses and for students preparing for the cost and management accounting examinations of the professional
accountancy bodies at intermediate or advanced level. It is also appropriate for use by postgraduate and higher national diploma students
studying cost and management accounting for the first time.

Valuation
Ningpo to Shanghai in 1857 is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1862. Hansebooks is editor of the literature on
different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a publisher
we focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only.
Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge
for the future.

Applied Questions on Auditing
Large projects, especially in the construction and infrastructure sectors, involve collaborations of many different types, such as built-ownoperate, public-private partnership, or competitive dialogue. This monograph details the authors’ research on the types of collaborative
projects. The research undertaken for this book responds to the need for a taxonomy of relationship-based procurement approaches, a
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particular type of project alliancing in need of standardization. Recommendations are made based on interviews with 36 subject matter
experts from several countries, as well as an extensive literature review

Strategic Risk Taking
Your guide to becoming financially savvy quickly and successfully! The Savvy Investor’s Pocket Guide is a self-improvement guide that
provides ordinary people with the tools that will enable them to become financially savvy quickly and successfully. Identifying the common
mistakes people make when dealing with their finances, the guide sets out how to rectify them. It also highlights how one can achieve
financial independence by cutting back on some expenses, like luxury cars, and the benefits of starting to save as early as possible. The
book also explains in easy-to-understand terms how to draw up and stick to a budget; make shrewd investments in various investment
vehicles; consolidate and eliminate debt; draw up a will; get the most out of short-term and life insurance; and save enough money to retire.
The Savvy Investor’s Pocket Guide serves as a wake-up call to stop wasting money and start investing for a financially secure future. A mustread for anyone who wants to not only improve their finances, but also their life in general.

Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets
Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting has been endorsed by University of Cambridge International Examinations.

Understanding Gender and Organizations
Management and Cost Accounting
You’re Not Broke, You’re Pre-Rich
Performing Financial Studies
Gitman's Brief Third Edition approaches introductory finance with a focused concentration on the fundamental concepts, techniques, and
practices of managerial finance. Integrating pedagogy with the concepts and practical applications necessary for a solid understanding of
managerial finance, this edition equips instructors and students to concentrate on the concepts, techniques, and practices for keen financial
decision making in an increasingly competitive business environment.
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The Complete Book of 1970s Broadway Musicals
Financial Management and Policy
Accounting Standards
The creator of the popular vegan food blog HealthyHappyLife.com presents more than 220 innovative vegan recipes, including Vegan Philly
Cheese Sandwich and Ultra Creamy Cashew Veggie Pot Pie, along with cooking techniques for vegan staples and wellness tips. Original.
25,000 first printing.

Concussion and Traumatic Encephalopathy
The 1970s was an exciting decade for musical theatre. Besides shows from legends Stephen Sondheim (Company, Follies, A Little Night
Music, and Sweeney Todd) and Andrew Lloyd Webber (Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita), old-fashioned musicals (Annie) and major revivals
(No, No, Nanette) became hits. In addition to underappreciated shows like Over Here! and cult musicals such as The Grass Harp and Mack
and Mabel, Broadway audiences were entertained by black musicals on the order of The Wiz and Raisin. In The Complete Book of 1970s
Broadway Musicals, Dan Dietz examines in detail every musical that opened on Broadway during the 1970s. In addition to including every hit
and flop that debuted during the decade, this book highlights revivals and personal-appearance revues with such performers as Tony
Bennett, Lena Horne, Bette Midler, and Gilda Radner. Each entry includes the following information: Opening and closing dates Plot
summaries Cast members Number of performances Names of all important personnel including writers, composers, directors,
choreographers, producers, and musical directors Musical numbers and the names of performers who introduced the songs Production data,
including information about tryouts Source material Critical commentary Tony awards and nominations Details about London and other
foreign productions Besides separate entries for each production, the book offers numerous appendixes, including a discography,
filmography, and published scripts, as well as lists of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, black-themed shows, and Jewish-themed productions. A
treasure trove of information, The Complete Book of 1970s Broadway Musicals provides readers with a comprehensive view of each show.
This significant resource will be of use to scholars, historians, and casual fans of one of the greatest decades in musical theatre history.

Signs and Symptoms in Pediaric Care
Finance for Managers
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New Syllabus Mathematics Workbook 2
Groundbreaking book that redefines risk in business as potentially powerful strategically to help increase profits. Get out of your "defensive
crouch": learn which risks to avoid, which to mitigate, and which to actively exploit.

Organisation Development and Transformation in South Africa
Ideal for both reference and self-study, this unique volume goes beyond simply explaining how statistical procedures should be done, to
showing in "no-detail-left-out" fashion what should be done at each step—much like following a recipe in a cookbook. Additionally, raw
financial data sets are used in the examples so each method is related directly to finance and to the specific problems financial data presents.
Statistical procedures related exclusively to finance (and often only found tersely described in academic journals) are also covered. Features
screen captures in various computer programs (Excel, SPSS, or EViews). Understanding Your Data. Preparing Your Data for Analysis.
Correlation. Autocorrelation. Partial Autocorrelation. Autocorrelation for Nonparametric Data (Wald-Wolfowitz Runs Test). T-test. ANOVA.
Regression. Calculating Beta. Measuring Predictive Ability. Event Studies. Bootstrapping. AVRM (Added Variable Regression Model).
Cointegration. ARIMA Models. Unit Root Test. Granger Causality. ARCH/GARCH. Programming the Black-Scholes Model. Programming the
Binomial Option Pricing Model. Sections within the Financial Study. Bringing Output into Word. For Financial Research Analysts, Financial
Consultants, Mutual Fund Managers, Financial Managers, etc.

Collaborative Project Procurement Arrangements
New! Designed for the pediatric health care provider, this convenient handbook is a comprehensive guide to the evaluation of more than 80
signs and symptoms. It is organized alphabetically, and each entry includes history and physical examination, causes, diagnosis, treatment,
follow-up and prevention. Contents include: Abdominal pain Anxiety Back Pain Chest pain Depression Diarrhea Dizziness Fatigue Fever
Headache Heart Murmurs Inattention and Impulsivity Jaundice Learning Disabilities Rash Red Eye/Pink Eye Sleep Disturbances Speech
Concerns Vomiting Wheezing And more!

Financial Management: Turning Theory Into Practice
New Syllabus Mathematics Textbook 1
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This book offers a comprehensive overview of current research, policy, and practice developments in promoting mental health and well-being.
It offers guidance on developing and delivering mental health promotion interventions across a variety of settings internationally. Chapters
outline key mental health promotion concepts, implementation processes, and outcomes through empirical findings, practical advice based on
successful evidence-based approaches, and templates for action. In addition, chapters answer key “how” questions on practical
implementation as well as the “whys”, providing rationales for mental health promotion and identifying the key factors and underlying
principles that make these interventions work. The book includes examples of evidence-based practice with 17 case studies of innovative
interventions from different international settings. These case studies illustrate the practical aspects of intervention development and delivery
and the realities of implementing policies and programes outside of controlled research conditions. Topics featured in this book include: ·
Interventions that promote gender equality. · Community empowerment models of mental health promotion. · Mental health promotion in the
home for children and parents. · Promoting social and emotional learning in schools. · Addressing stress and promoting mentally healthy
workplaces. · Mental health promotion within primary health care. · Re-orienting mental health services to mental health promotion for service
users and caregivers. Implementing Mental Health Promotion, Second Edition, is a must-have resource for researchers, clinicians and related
professionals, and policymakers as well as graduate students across such interrelated disciplines as health promotion, public health, child
and school psychology, social work, clinical psychology, child and adolescent psychiatry, health psychology, educational policy and practice,
school nursing, occupational therapy, school counseling, and family studies.

Managerial Finance
Schizophrenia was 20th century psychiatry's arch concept of madness. Yet for most of that century it was both problematic and contentious.
This history explores schizophrenia's historic instability via themes such as symptoms, definition, classification and anti-psychiatry. In doing
so, it opens up new ways of understanding 20th century madness.

Introduction to Financial Accounting
Managerial Finance
'Understanding Gender and Organizations' provides an accessible, yet comprehensive and broadly critical overview of gender in
organizations, and presents the complex and contradictory nature of gender patterns.

AIDS, Intimacy and Care in Rural KwaZulu-Natal
Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets and Derivagem Package.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting Textbook
Principles of Management Accounting 2nd edition is an accessible, entry-level management accounting textbook for university students
aimed at second- and third-year students at universities and universities of technology, as well as those following MBA courses in accounting
and finance. The book covers undergraduate-appropriate topics from the management accounting syllabus of the South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants (SAICA). In doing so, most aspects of the relevant papers' syllabi of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA), as well as those of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) are dealt with too. The contributors are
from a range of South African tertiary institutions ensuring that the book is representative of the way management accounting is taught in this
country and taking cognizance of the areas in which students have difficulty.

Corporate Finance
This book provides an expert analysis of alternative investments routes and the investment strategies available to the major port players, and
is a much-needed guide to expanding the investor base for private debt funding of projects from loan providers to bond investors. Port
infrastructure investments are vitally important to all ports throughout the world; without these investments, the competitive position of ports
and of the dependent logistics sector will deteriorate. National/regional governments and the local port authorities are no longer a guaranteed
source of sufficient financial input to meet the continuous port infrastructure investment needs of major ports. It is, therefore, increasingly
crucial for ports to broaden their strategies and secure alternative streams of investment. This book provides expert insight into areas of port
infrastructure finance across the main regions of Europe, Asia, Africa and the USA. Topics include how to estimate future demand by way of
forecasting; Public-Private Partnerships; corporatisation; the pricing mechanisms for syndicated loans; European port privatisation; finance
strategies for ports in Asia, the USA and Africa; and a discussion of the investment strategies available to the major port players. Port
Infrastructure Finance is an invaluable book for all parties involved in the port and maritime business, as well as investment companies,
banks and other financial institutions involved in infrastructure investment.

Management and Cost Accounting
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One Price, top
researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set the new standard for corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance blends coverage of
time-tested principles and the latest advancements with the practical perspective of the financial manager. With this ideal melding of the core
with modern topics, innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk and DeMarzo establish the new canon in finance. The second edition reflects the
constantly changing world of finance, including information on the recent financial crisis, new behavioral finance research, and updated
practitioner interviews.
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Principles of Management Accounting
Explains a manager needs to know about finance and transforms seemingly complex financial information into data that makes sense. This
title deals with the basics of financial analysis or analysis of the Profit and Loss and balance sheet. It covers investment and financing
decisions, as well as how to finance the investments planned.

Gender Issues and AD/HD
This is a principles-based financial management textbook for undergraduate and Honours accounting students. The book takes cognizance
of changes in the economic environment and their implications for the role of financial management and the teaching of the subject.

Principles of Management Accounting
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